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A kinetic scanning tunneling microscopy study of iron silicide
growth on Si(113)
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Abstract

High-temperature kinetic scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies are used to investigate the surface
morphology and growth mode of iron silicide on Si(113) formed by gas-source reactive iron deposition with
Fe(CO)5 as precursor. The first monolayer of silicide on Si(113) forms a (4×n) reconstruction that covers the surface
completely before growth proceeds via the formation of strongly anisotropic, three-dimensional silicide islands. After
the first monolayer is closed, growth is slowed down by a blocked interdiffusion with the silicon substrate and a
reduced sticking probability for the precursor. Lateral spreading of the islands is achieved by a stoichiometric
codeposition of iron and silicon using Fe(CO)5 and Si2H6. In this way, nearly closed layers of silicide can be grown.
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1. Introduction (111) to (001) a number of stable faces have been
found [3]. In particular, Si(113), being the most

Despite the interesting physical properties of stable of these faces, has attracted considerable
iron silicide, there is still a lack of technological interest in past years. Whereas the atomic arrange-
applications. Problems regarding wetting of the ment of the Si(113)-(3×2) reconstruction seems
silicon substrates, rough interfaces and the pres- to be resolved by a model containing a subsurface
ence of different competing silicide modifications interstitial [4], little is known about the growth
diminish the quality of the layers. Especially on behavior on this surface. In homoepitaxial growth
Si(111), three-dimensional (3D) silicide islands on Si(113), a strong anisotropy in the island shape
form already in the submonolayer range [1,2]. was found [5] that led to nearly one-dimensional
Higher-index or vicinal silicon surfaces may offer structures along the [11:0] direction. Another pos-
one way to overcome part of these problems. sible application of Si(113) is given by the faceting
When the orientation is varied continuously from behavior when the surface is annealed [6 ]. The

resulting periodic groove arrangement may serve
as a template during heteroepitaxial growth to
produce nanostructured layers. This paper presents* Corresponding author.
an overview on the nucleation and initial growthE-mail address: ulrich.koehler@rz.ruhr-uni-bochum.de

(U. Köhler) behavior of iron silicide on the Si(113) surface.
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